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1. GENERAL GUIDELINES

1.1 AIMS AND DEVICE PARAMETERS

All the CHANS-SCENAR models (hereinafter referred to as Home devices) are intended both for Professional healthcare facility environment and Home healthcare environment.

All the SCENAR-1-NT models (hereinafter referred to as Professional devices) are intended for Professional healthcare facility environment only.

Both CHANS-SCENAR models & SCENAR-1-NT models together with Add-on electrodes (see Annex 1) are used for non-invasive therapeutic treatment on the skin to regulate physiologic systems of the body in order to relieve and manage different pain-related pathologies.

CHANS-SCENAR models & SCENAR-1-NT models are designed to be operated by non-medical home users as well as by therapists, doctors and medical staff.

There are two operating modes in the device:

Subjectively-dosed (Constant) mode, in which the time of treatment is regulated according to the guidelines given in the Instruction for Use;

Individually-dosed (Dosed) mode, which regulates time of treatment for one spot/area automatically. Visual and audio signals indicate the end of a session.
1.2 INDICATIONS AND CONTRAINDICATIONS FOR USE

1.2.1 INDICATIONS WITH REGARD TO PAIN RELATED TO:

SCENAR devices are indicated to be used in professional medicine and at home in the following cases:

- to analgesic therapies in pains in bones, muscles, joints and ligaments;
- to manage acute and chronic back pain;

1.2.2 CONTRAINDICATIONS/PATIENTS NOT SUITABLE FOR SCENAR TREATMENT

- Overly sensitive individuals, including pregnant women.
- Patients with cardiac pacemakers.
- Alcoholic intoxicated individuals.
- Patients with acute infection diseases.

1.2.3 KNOWN SIDE EFFECTS

- No side effects were observed when using SCENAR devices.

1.3 SAFETY MEASURES

The device type of protection against electrical shock. The device complies with the standards EN 60601-1 and EN 60601-2-10 for internally powered equipment, type BF, which classifies it as a safe device for personal use.

A user should study the guidelines given in the present Instruction for Use and the Operating Manual before treating.
2. GUIDELINES FOR TREATMENT

2.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL TREATMENT METHODS

The treatment is carried out by stimulating skin areas (hereinafter referred to as the ‘treatment areas’) with electrical pulses.

The treatment areas should be determined before a session according to primary signs and complaints, and in the course of treatment according to secondary signs and complaints.

The primary signs and complaints of a patient include pain, itching, sensitivity loss and other unpleasant sensations, and also small wounds, cicatrices, skin discoloration, trophic disturbances which have been detected before a session and cause discomfort in a patient.

The areas of primary signs and complaint projections should be treated. If it is not possible to treat such areas (due to a wound, plaster bandages and etc.), treat symmetrical areas located at equal distance from the backbone horizontally to increase the treatment effectiveness (see Fig. 1).

If a complaint does not enable to determine its projection area or its area is very large, and if a patient can not specify a main complaint among his/her complaints, treat the general treatment zones (see Annex 2).

The secondary signs including small asymmetry areas are manifested while stimulating areas selected to be stimulated before treatment. The secondary signs include:

---

Fig. 1
change of a specific sound under the electrode. The treatment area on which a sound change has been the most perceptible should be stimulated additionally;

- ‘stickiness’ of the device. The device electrode is as ‘gluing’ to the skin that prevents from moving it. This effect depends on direction in which a device is moving. For example: ‘stickiness’ can not appear if moving the electrode from the left to the right but ‘stickiness’ can appear if moving it from the right to the left. The ‘stickiness’ area should be additionally treated by moving the electrode in the direction in which such effect and ‘sliding’ of the electrode have been detected (to avoid effect of prevention for moving);

- skin discoloration in a treatment area (flushing or blanching of some areas). If treating an area the skin surface can be discoloured to red and pale spots can appear against such background or, vice versa, any highly colored spots can appear against the paler background of all the area. The skin area that changed most of all should be treated additionally;

- change of sensations. If a power level is constant on some areas being treated, a patient can feel such stimulation as strong or, vice versa – as weaker. The area on which such change has been the most perceptible should be treated additionally;

- change of pain localization (pain migration). If treating a pain projection area the sensation can migrate outside the treatment area. In this case you should follow the pain and treat a new area.

2.2 GUIDELINES FOR TREATMENT MODES AND METHODS OF AREA TREATMENT

The devices of SCENAR series can be operated in two modes of dosed stimulation: subjectively-dosed mode (SDM) which is to be defined by a doctor according to patient’s response reactions, and individually-dosed mode (IDM) which regulates time of treatment automatically.

SDM is more preferred to be used if symptoms are clearly localized, in acute and clearly localized complaints, and also if stimulating treatment areas with relatively large surface.

As a rule the treatment areas are to be stimulated in SDM by moving the device on the skin surface (the labile method) (Fig. 2).
In some cases an area can be treated in SDM by a constant method i.e. not moving and taking off the electrode from the skin surface until a session ends.

If applying the labile method in SDM, the electrode should be set on the skin surface with a slight compression and, without delay, smoothly and not changing its compression, move it on the treatment area. As a rule the electrode should be moved on the area from top to bottom, from the left to the right on the part of a person who treats.

The pressing force and movement rate should prevent a ‘skin roll’ to be formed before the device electrode, if possible.

The device electrode can be moved along any other lines from the right to the left, from bottom to top; from the left to the right, from top to bottom; from bottom to top, from the right to the left; diagonally and etc.

The areas can be treated in IDM only by setting the device within the treatment area (the constant mode).

IDM is more preferred to be used in treatment of system, chronic diseases especially if their symptoms are mild or slight, and also in treatment of ‘weak’ patients.

If IDM is used in the treatment, the electrode should be set on the skin surface with slight compression and not taken off until a signal indicating the end of a session beeps (see Operating Manual of the devices for details). After a signal indicating the end of treatment beeps, set the device on the other skin area (Fig. 3).

As a rule, the device should be moved from top to bottom, from the left to the right, without any overlaps and gasps.

The electrode can be moved in any other manner.

The electrode should be moved in such a way as to cover all the treatment area.

It is expedient to combine and alternate SDM and IDM during a session to increase efficacy of the treatment.
2.3 GUIDELINES FOR TREATMENT SETTINGS

Power
Power perception is very subjective. The following power levels can be classified according to patient’s sensations:

- a comfortable level (a patient feels a light tingling and vibration);
- a pain threshold level (patient’s sensations are almost intolerable);
- an intensive level (patient’s sensations are between comfortable and pain threshold);
- a weak level (a patient does not feel or does not almost feel any tingling).

A power level should be set outside treatment areas. The **comfortable level** is recommended to be used in most cases. If complaints are clearly localized, especially if a pain syndrome prevails, it is recommended to use an **intensive level** going into a **pain threshold level**.

The **pain threshold level** should be used in a severe pain syndrome. The pain threshold level can be combined with moving of the electrode on the treatment area to decrease sensations strength. If there are no pronounced specific complaints and general symptoms prevail (atony, vertigo, shiver and etc.), the **weak level** should be used. When treating children, especially the very young, start treatment with a minimum power level and increase it to a comfortable level if there are no response reactions.

Use the frequency modulation mode (the oscillating frequency, see below) in treatment of pronounced pain syndrome or chronic pain.

Reduce a power level if subjective sensations become very painful while treating. The power level should be set after all other settings are determined.
**Frequency**

In degenerative processes (especially with painful manifestations) – use low frequencies (15-60 or 90 Hz) at the beginning of a session and higher frequencies (higher than 90 Hz) or the oscillating frequency mode at the end of a session.

In acute inflammatory processes – use high frequencies (more than 120 Hz) to be set individually according to patient’s response reaction. Use the ‘oscillating frequency’ mode in pronounced pain syndrome or in chronic pathological process.

When treating an area above small muscles - the frequency should be 40-90 Hz; when treating an area above large muscles – the general stimulation should be given at frequencies of higher than 350 Hz combined with frequencies of 15-90 Hz.

In pronounced pathological processes – it is expedient to use and combine frequencies during a session.

**Modulation** (discontinuous stimulation).

In acute pathological processes accompanied by a pronounced response reaction of the body – change the modulation from ‘3:1’ for ‘1:1’ during a session, the mode ‘1:1’ should be final and more continuous.

In chronic processes and during the second part of acute processes treatment course – change the modulation from ‘3:1’ for ‘5:1’ with return to ‘3:1’ or with change to the ‘oscillating’ frequency.

If stimulating motor functions, the stimulation frequency and modulation mode depend on a process stage, an area to be treated and individual response reaction of the body. The modulations ‘3:1’ and ‘4:1’ are preferred.

**Frequency Modulation** (FM – Frequency Modulation, oscillating frequency).

The frequency modulation is a periodic variation of stimuli frequency through time (the ‘oscillating’ frequency – from minimum to maximum and vice-versa).

Generally, this mode should be used in treatment of secondary sign areas, in pronounced pain syndrome or in chronic pathological process.
**Intensity, Damping, Gap – Delay between pulses in a batch.**
Only **Professional devices** provide an option to regulate these settings (see Operating Manual).

**Intensity** means setting of pulses in a burst under a particular algorithm which enable a power level to be increased not changing a power level of particular stimuli.

**Gap** means a delay between pulses in a batch. In some sense, such setting decreasing is equivalent to pulse frequency increasing.

**Damping** means a forcible variation of the influencing pulses shape.

As a whole these settings enable to provide comfortable subjective perception of a signal at its high power level. Specific values are to be determined according to patient’s subjective sensations individually.

### 2.4 TREATMENT OF A COMPLAINT AREA IN SDM AND IDM

If using **SDM**, treat an area by moving the device in the above-mentioned way.

While moving the device, treat areas of secondary signs which appear in the treatment area (the asymmetry areas). Such areas with various (in a qualitative sense) secondary signs can be detected. In such a case an area that should be treated additionally should be determined according to sings manifestation intensity. For example – select the smallest and brightest point to be treated from some areas with flushing (hyperemia) or pale spots; if a sound changes in some points, select an area on which such change was the most pronounced; if pain appears in some points, treat the most painful area.

If some signs of various type are detected while treating and it is not impossible to reveal the most pronounced one, treat all the areas with the most pronounced signs.

If using **Home devices**, treat secondary signs areas in **IDM** or in the frequency modulation mode (the oscillating frequency).

If using **Professional devices** in **SDM**, treat secondary signs areas of smaller surface (smaller than this of a device electrode) in the **‘FMVaR’ mode** (see Operating Manual), at the comfortable power level within up to 5...
minutes or till the sign intensity disappears/decreases. The secondary signs areas of larger surface should be treated in the same mode by moving the electrode from top to bottom and from the right to the left.

If using **Home devices** in IDM, the area of the electrode setting (position) on which a dose has been completed within the shortest period shall be considered as an analogous area of the small asymmetry. If using **Home devices**, the asymmetry detected should be treated additionally with three settings of a dose.

If using **Professional devices** in IDM to treat an area, a position when an initial reaction value (IR) is higher as compared with the previous one (see Operating Manual) should be considered as an analogue of the small asymmetry. This position should be immediately treated till a completed dose. If more than two positions have been set and additionally treated in the treatment area till a completed dose, a position when a current reaction value has been maximum should be considered as an analogue of the small asymmetry. This position should be immediately treated up to zero.

If more than one position have been detected and additionally treated to zero in the treatment area, a position when a current reaction value has been maximum should be considered as an analogue of the small asymmetry. This position should be additionally treated in the ‘**FMVaR**’ mode during two minutes (Fig.4).
2.5 POTENTIAL PATIENT’S REACTIONS TO A SESSION

Sleepiness or, vice versa, a fit of energy may be observed within and after a session. Fever sensation, sweating may appear. Such vegetative reactions are typical for the treatment given by the devices of SCENAR series.

If such reactions are excessive and appear before the end of a session, such session can be ended.

3. TREATMENT OF DISEASES AND PATHOLOGICAL STATES

3.1 ANALGESIC THERAPIES IN PAINS IN BONES, MUSCLES, JOINTS AND LIGAMENTS

3.1.1 The guidelines given in section 2.4 should be observed in treatment of pains in bones, muscles and ligaments.

3.1.2 The arthrotropic diseases can be accompanied both by inflammatory processes in the affected joint area (flushing, edema, local temperature rise, pain, dysfunctions) and without such inflammatory processes.

If any inflammatory signs appear in the affected joint area, treat this joint in SDM using a high frequency of from 90 to 350 Hz (it depends on a device model) at a sub-comfortable power level.

After the acute pain is relieved, use IDM and standard frequencies of 90 (60) Hz and a comfortable power level to continue treatment. Use the amplitude modulation mode to obtain effect within shorter period (to accelerate effect).

In metabolic-dystrophic diseases of joints when pains are not accompanied by signs of inflammation, use low frequencies of from 15 to 60 or 90 Hz (it depends on a device model) at a comfortable or sub-comfortable power level.

If pains in a joint are moderate, start treatment from an affected joint and then treat a symmetrical joint on the other side of the body.
If pains in a joint are intensive, start treatment from the joint which is symmetrical to an affected joint and then treat the affected joint.

No more than two pairs of large joints can be treated within a session.

If pain remains in a joint after the end of the general treatment, define the most painful point on this joint and treat it additionally.

In arthrotropic diseases of metabolic-dystrophic type, the liver area should be treated additionally (see Annex 2). Treatment should be performed in SDM and/or IDM.

3.2 TREATMENT OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC LOW-BACK PAINS (including pains appeared in the prehospital setting)

In low back pains not irradiating to the extremities and regardless of localization, treat the chest area in SDM until hyperemia develops.

The power level is comfortable, the frequencies are standard.

Do not treat small asymmetry areas additionally.

If pain disappears, stop a session.

If pain remains, treat the following areas in the similar manner:

- if pains remain in the cervical area – the lumbosacral area of the backbone;
- if pains remain in the chest area – the cervical and lumbosacral areas;
- if pains remain in the lumbosacral area – the cervical area.

If low back pain is irradiating to an extremity:

- treat a symmetrical area on the other extremity which the pains are irradiating to;
- treat an area on the extremity the pains are irradiating to.

While treating an extremity the pain can migrate from one area to another and its intensity can increase in different areas. In that case you should ‘follow’ the migrating pain should and treat points where it appears.
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Add-on electrodes

Face electrode

Point electrode

Comb electrode

Local electrode
Special Snail electrode
Double facial Pawns electrode
Bent point electrode
Double cosmetic electrode
Double ophthalmic Goggles electrode

Single ophthalmic Monocle electrode

Large comb electrode

Double facial Stamps electrode

Special double Pencils electrode

Multipurpose zonal electrode
ANNEX 2
GENERAL TREATMENT METHODS

1. INTRODUCTION

The general treatment methods should be used in the following cases:
- if it is expressly specified in indications for a specific disease;
- if a complaint can not be related to a specific skin area (insomnia, anxiety, psychoemotional tension and etc.);
- if it is impossible to define limits of a painful area or such area is very large and, for example, covers one part of the body in full (the back, a leg, the abdomen and etc.);
- if there are many complaints and a patient can not specify a main one among his/her complaints;
- if any concomitant diseases are aggravated against the background of a main chronic disease which is not aggravated at this moment, to improve life quality.

All the general treatment methods can be carried out both in SDM and in IDM.

Treatment should be carried out at the comfortable power level and the standard frequency (60-90 Hz).

The general treatment methods include:
1. ‘3 tracks and 6 points’;
2. Cervical-collar area;
3. ‘Palms’ method;
4. ‘Abdomen’ method.
2. ‘THREE TRACKS, SIX POINTS’ METHOD

2.1 TREATMENT AREAS

The method includes two treatment areas. The first area – **three tracks** i.e. three lines one of which is going along the backbone and other two lines goes in parallel of it on the right and on the left. **The first track** passes along the backbone spines, from the 7th cervical vertebra to the coccyx, then it continues from the hairy part of the head to the 7th cervical vertebra. A patient should be sitting while being treated. If this position is not comfortable for a patient a session can be given when he/she is lying on the bed.

The electrode should be set along the backbone spines during a session.

**The second and the third tracks** are located in parallel to the first one, on the left and on the right from it at the distance of 2-2.5 cm from the line passing along the spines (see Fig. 1).

![Diagram of the method](image)

Fig. 1
The second area – ‘six points’. These points are trigeminal nerve exit points on the face.

![Image of trigeminal nerve exit points](image)

**Fig. 2**

### 2.2 HOW TO CARRY OUT ‘THREE TRACKS, SIX POINTS’ METHOD IN SDM

The manner to be observed while carrying out the method in SDM is almost the same for **Professional devices** and **Home devices**.

The tracks should be treated by slowly moving the electrode firmly pressed to the skin.

Prior to a session you should define where the seventh cervical vertebra is located: this is the most expressed vertebra in the lower part of the neck while inclining the head forward.

Set the electrode below the seventh cervical vertebra and move it slowly down along the backbone spines. After the coccyx is reached, set the electrode below the hairy part of the head and continue moving down. Finish moving just above the seventh cervical vertebra.

Repeat treatment till secondary signs appear but not more than 5 times.
If secondary signs are detected, treat them as specified in section 2.4 of the Instruction. Treat the second and the third track in the similar manner. Then, select the most pronounced sign among all secondary signs detected on the second and third tracks and treat this area additionally as specified in section 2.4 of the Instruction.

**Warning!** Reduce power to minimum before treating the face. Then, set the electrode on the side surface of the neck and increase the power level smoothly to reach its comfortable level. Then, you can start treating six points.

‘Six points’ should be treated in the stable manner in the order specified in Fig. 2, by 1 min for a point. If secondary signs areas are detected, treat them additionally as specified in section 2.4 hereof.

### 2.3 ‘TREE TRACKS, SIX POINTS’ IN IDM

The tracks should be treated in **IDM** by setting the electrode from top to bottom, from the seventh cervical vertebra to the coccyx, and then from the hairy part of the head to the seventh cervical vertebra in the order specified in Fig. 1.

If using a device of **Home devices** series, set **IDM** (LED ‘D’ is switched on, see Operating Manual). Each position should be treated till a completed dose i.e. when all four LEDs are switched on and a sound signal beeps (see Operating Manual).

The secondary signs areas should be detected according the shortest period required to obtain a completed dose. An area with the shortest treatment period should be considered as the most active (asymmetry).

If the minimum periods required to obtain a completed dose is almost equal in some areas, select an area which is located above all other areas.

The active area detected on the first track should be treated three times in sequence till a completed dose. Then, treat the second and third tracks in the order specified in Fig. 1. Detect the most active areas on the second and the third tracks and treat them three times in sequence till a completed dose.
Select the most active area among three active areas on three tracks (according to the minimum period required till a completed dose) and treat it additionally three times till a completed dose but the frequency modulation mode should be switched on (the oscillating frequency).

**Warning!** Reduce power to minimum before treating areas on the face and increase the power level smoothly to reach its comfortable level (see Operating Manual). A power level should be selected while stimulating the side surface of the neck.

Treat each area on the face till a completed dose in the order specified in Fig. 2.
Treat the area with the minimum period required till a completed dose in the first passing additionally in sequence three times till a completed dose.

If using devices of **Professional devices** series in IDM under the method ‘3 tracks, 6 points’, take the following actions.
Set the device in IDM (see Operating Manual). Search for secondary signs areas using an initial reaction (IR) value.
Set the electrode on the first area and treat till IR is obtained. Then set the electrode on the next area and also treat it till IR is obtained. Compare IR values with each other.
Treat the area on which the IR value was 4 units or more till a completed dose (‘*’ signal is shown on the device display and a sound signal beeps. See Operating Manual).
Fix the current reaction value while completing a dose.
Then treat the next area till IR is obtained and compare it with the previous value of IR. Treat the area on which the IR value was 4 units or more again till a completed dose.
Fix the current reaction value while finishing a completed dose. Select the biggest value from two values of the current reaction while completing a dose and treat an area with the biggest value till zero (‘@’ sign is shown on the device display and a sound signal beeps). Fix the current reaction value while finishing a completed zero.
Select the next area which requires to be treated till zero in the similar manner by moving the device from one position to another and fix the current reaction value while finishing a completed zero.

Select an area with the maximum value of the current reaction among the areas which have been treated till a completed zero and treat it in ‘FMVaR’ mode during two minutes (Fig. 3).

If IRs in all adjoining areas differ from each other for not more than 3 units and a IR value in the last area is equal to or less than four units, the treatment should be carried out in the previous position till a completed dose and the current reaction dose value should be fixed. Then continue setting the electrode in various positions and evaluate IR.

After all four areas are treated till a completed zero, two areas can be detected and each of them should be treated in ‘FMVaR’ mode. In that case, the area with the biggest value of the current reaction while being treated till a completed zero should be treated in ‘FMVaR’ mode during 3 minutes.

If no difference between the IR values is detected by more than four units along all the line ‘3 tracks’, the treatment should be carried out in the last position till a completed dose.
Warning! Reduce power to minimum before treating the face. Then, set the electrode on the side surface of the neck and increase the power level smoothly to reach its comfortable level. Then, you can start treating six points.

Treat ‘6 points’ on the face in the similar manner as ‘3 tracks’, compare IR values on the adjoining positions in the order specified in Fig. 2. Select an area with the biggest value of the initial reaction and treat it additionally. If no difference between the IR values is detected by more than four units along all the line ‘6 points’, the treatment should be carried out in the last position till a completed dose.

3. ‘CERVICAL-COLLAR AREA’ METHOD

3.1. TREATMENT AREAS

The method includes three treatment areas:

a) direct cervical-collar area (the first treatment area);

b) forehead (the second treatment area);

c) projection of the adrenal glands (the third treatment area).

The first area is located on the back surface of the neck and its part is located on the back that’s why such area resembles a collar.

The second area is located on the forehead.

The adrenal glands projections constitute the third area. The area is located in the point of crossing of a line passing down from the sharp scapula angle with the last rib (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4

First, treat the cervical-collar area and, then, the forehead and adrenal glands projection. The device electrode should be set vertically.

### 3.2 HOW TO CARRY OUT ‘CERVICAL-COLLAR AREA’ METHOD IN SDM

The manner to be observed while carrying out the method in SDM is almost the same for Professional devices and Home devices.

The left and right sides of the first area should be treated separately; a line passing along the backbone spines is considered as a separating line.

Start treating on the left from an area locating in conjunction with the hairy part of the head. The long edge of the electrode should be set at distance of one centimeter from the backbone spines.

The treatment should be carried out by slowly moving the electrode firmly pressed to the skin. Prevent a ‘skin roll’ to be formed before the device.
The scheme to be observed while moving the electrode is given in Fig. 5.

![Diagram of electrode movement](image)

**Fig. 5**

Repeat treatment till secondary signs appear but not more than five times. If secondary signs are detected, treat their manifestation areas as specified in section 2.4 hereof.

Treat the right part of the area in the similar manner.

Then, select the most pronounced sign among all secondary signs detected on the left and right parts and treat this area additionally as specified in section 2.4 hereof.

The forehead is the next area to be treated.

**Warning!** Reduce power to minimum before treating the forehead areas and increase the power level smoothly to reach its comfortable level. The power level should be selected on the side surface of the neck.

Do not take off the electrode while treating the forehead but set it in sequence on skin areas in the order specified in Fig. 5. Each setting lasts 1 minute.
Treat secondary signs areas on each side of the forehead additionally as specified in section 2.4 hereof. Treat the area of the adrenal glands projection by moving the electrode for short distance. First – in the left, then – on the right.

Select a power level before treatment.
Treat secondary signs areas additionally as specified in section 2.4 hereof.

### 3.3 HOW TO CARRY OUT ‘CERVICAL-COLLAR AREA’ METHOD IN IDM

The areas should be treated in **IDM** in sequence by moving the electrode in the order specified in Fig. 4.

If using devices of **Home devices** series, set **IDM**. (LED ‘D’ is switched on, see Operating Manual).

Each position should be treated till a completed dose i.e. when all four LEDs are switched on and a sound signal beeps (see Operating Manual).

The secondary signs areas should be detected according the shortest period required to obtain a completed dose. An area with the shortest treatment period should be considered as the most active (a small asymmetry area). If some areas are detected with almost equal minimum periods required to obtain a completed dose, an area which is located above all other areas should be selected.

The most active areas (small asymmetry areas) on the left and on the right should be treated three times in sequence till a completed dose.

The area on which the treatment till a completed dose requires more time should be treated additionally three times in sequence till a completed dose and the frequency modulation mode (the oscillating frequency) should be switched on.

Then, continue a session on the forehead.

At distance being equal to the electrode width from the center line of the forehead – make tree settings to the temple on the left and three settings to the temple on the right. Determine the most active areas on the left and on the right and treat them additionally three times in sequence till a completed dose.
The area on which the treatment till a completed dose requires more time should be treated three times in sequence till a completed dose and the frequency modulation mode (the oscillating frequency) should be switched on.

The area of the adrenal glands projection is located in the point of crossing of a line passing down from the sharp scapula edge with the last rib.

Treat the left and the right areas till a completed dose.

If using devices of Professional devices series in IDM, treat the areas in sequence as specified in Fig. 4. The actions should be taken in the same order as has been observed to carry out ‘3 tracks’ method, the most active areas should be treated in sequence till a completed dose, zero and finish the treatment with the most active area in ‘FMVar’ mode.

The left and the right part should be treated independently i.e. the most active areas of the left and the right part should not be compared.

The last electrode setting in all three areas should be always treated till a completed dose.

4. METHOD OF ‘PALMS’.
   TREATMENT AREAS AND PROCEDURE

   Treatment areas should be marked.
   The areas should be marked when a patient is standing but a session should be given when a patient is lying.
   Put the right palm of a patient above the pubic bone. The skin area which is covered with the palm is the first treatment area. The right palm of a patient should be placed behind the back and put on the coccyx area. The skin surface which is covered with the right palm is the second treatment area.
   The seventh cervical vertebra and the suprasternal notch are the third area (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6

The power level is comfortable and the frequency is standard. After treatment areas are determined, treat them in SDM or IDM as areas of complaint projection (see section 2.4 hereof).
5. ‘ABDOMEN’ METHOD

5.1 TREATMENT AREAS

Determine treatment areas.

To do this, divide the abdomen surface area imaginatively into equal quadrants with an omphalus located in the center (Fig. 7).

Treat the center of each quadrant in IDM one time till a completed dose (for Home devices) from the left top or till an IR value appears on the display (for Professional devices).

Select the quadrant in the center of which the shortest period has been required till a completed dose (for Home devices) or maximum IR was bigger (for Professional devices) as the first treatment area. The opposite quadrant (diagonally) is the second treatment area.

If painful sensations appear in the stomach area, treat two upper quadrants; in gynecological diseases and pain syndrome localized in the bottom part of the abdomen, treat two bottom quadrants irrespective of the period required till a completed dose or IR value.

5.2 HOW TO CARRY OUT ‘ABDOMEN’ METHOD

The distinctive feature of the Abdomen Method is that it should not be completely carried out in SDM i.e. IDM is used when selecting treatment areas (see item 5.1).

After treatment areas are selected, treat them in SDM or IDM as areas of complaint projection (see section 2.4 hereof).
6. INDICATIONS AND PROCEDURE FOR TREATMENT OF THE LIVER PROJECTION AREA

The dynamics of a patient recovery in treating many diseases mainly depend on the functional status of the liver.

So, the liver projection is recommended to be used additionally to the basic areas scheme.

The treatment should be performed in IDM or SDM from **top to bottom** (from the horizontal line passing for 2-3 cm below a teat (in men) or below the bottom edge of the mammary gland (in women) to the line passing on the lower edge of the ribs), **from the left to the right** (from the medium – axillary line to the front medium line) (Fig. 8).

The treatment should be carried out in SDM or IDM as when treating the complaint projection area (see section 2.4 hereof).